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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of papers, [I]-[3], th e author has considered the operator given 
by - A associated with homogeneous boundary conditions in a certain class 
of domains with infinite boundaries. It was shown that AC, the continuous 
part of a self-adjoint operator A obtained from A,, by a relatively small 
perturbation (to be described presently) is unitarily equivalent to A,, . 
The unitary equivalence of AC and A,, was proven by constructing two sets 
of generalized eigenfunctions W,’ of A. Using these “distorted plane waves”, 
c, we obtained two spectral representations T* for AC, as well as the 
scattering operator Y = (W+)-l W-, where 
In this paper, we consider the operators Af obtained from A, by certain 
perturbations that are analytic in E. We show that the functions W,” associated 
with AE depend analytically on E. 
In the remainder of this section we recall the notation and main results of 
[I] and describe briefly the contents of this paper. S will denote an infinite 
(or semi-infinite) cylinder in N-dimensional Euclidean space, RN , with 
arbitrary cross section, L Thus, the infinite cylinder S consists of the points 
x = (X xA7> = (Xl ,a*.> X,.-l, XhJ, where a~dand -co<XN<co. 
A domain J2 is obtained from S by perturbing a finite part of 9, the boundary 
of S. (We assume that fi is sufficiently smooth.) We denote by Sz,, the 
set of points (2, X,) in Q for which 1 X, 1 < X& . Note that Q coincides 
with S for 1 X, 1 sufficiently arge, say 1 X, 1 > J%?N . 
We now define the self-adjoint operator A,(A) with domain D(A,) (D(A)) 
as the Friedrichs extension of the operator - d acting on C,“(S) (C:(Q)). 
We may easily obtain a complete set of generalized eigenfunctions Wno(X; f) 
* Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 
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of A, as follows. Let ~(2) (chosen to be real valued) and vj (vi < yj+r for 
j = 1,2,...) denote a complete, orthonormal set of eigenfunctions and cor- 
responding eigenvalues of the operator A, . A, is defined similarly to A, with 
S replaced by the bounded N - 1 dimensional domain t. Set 
where f E R1 and n = 1, 2,... It follows readily that the transformation TO 
given by 
T09) = (G1°(5), &WY..) = @n”(5)> 
furnishes us with a spectral representation for A, . We have 
TOAof = HE” + vn)f,“(f)> for f(X) E D(A,). 
The functions that we shall study are the outgoing (incoming) waves 
Jc(X; 5) W;(x; EN. SUPP ose h = 62 + vn f vj , j = 1, 2 ,..., and h is not a 
point eigenvalue of A. The function W,‘(X; 5) (a generalized eigenfunction 
of A corresponding to the point f2 + v,J was expressed, [I], in the form: 
F(x; 4) = J+‘tzO(X; 5)+ K3x; 51, w h ere V$(X; 5) satisfies the following 
outgoing radiation conditions. For X, > XN 
and for X, < - XN 
s G Vl(X, , X; 5) ~~(2) dx = XI’,“‘(() e-i(n+‘~)*xNqj($ 
s aKr(xN, 2; it> t ax, qj(x) dX =-i(X - vj)1’2 -Cy’(() e-i(n-vj”xN7j(X) 
(1.1) 
Here i(h - vi)lj2 = - (vi - X)1/a for vj > A. Similarly we constructed 
W;(X; 6) = IV,O(X, 0 + V;(X; t), where V;(X; 5) satisfies incoming 
radiation conditions analogous to (1 .I). 
409/25iI-9 
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The functions V,‘(X; 5) were constructed in the following way. Let 
5(X,) satisfy the conditions: (i) 5(X,) E P(Ri), (ii) i(X,v) =m 1 for X, <X,1 
(2, < XN1), and (iii) 5(X,) = 0 for X*, > /YNz -b X,i. Set 
G(X; 5) = 5(X,) WnO(x; 0, 
where h == t2 + vn . We have 
and Fn(X; E) = (- d - 4 ‘X(X; 0, 
where 
I&*& = (A - x F i+“. (1.2) 
The proof that the limit on the right-hand side exists in a suitably chosen 
topology depended on the following uniqueness theorem, which we state here 
without proof (see [l]). 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose p(X) satisfies the boundary value problem 
(A + A) p(X) = 0 in Sz, 
p(X) = 0 on 0, 
as well as the outgoing radiation conditions (1,l) (or the corresponding incoming 
radiation conditions). Then p(X) = 0. 
Under the additional restriction that Q C S, it was proven in [I] that the 
transformations T* defined by 
for q(X) in C,“(Q) give a pair of spectral representations for A. As shown 
in [3], this condition is no longer necessary. 
In Section 2 we suppose that Q is deformed analytically (with respect to a 
real parameter l ) into the perturbed cylinder SZE. The self-adjoint operator 
AC is defined analogously to A with Q replaced by Szc. We then extend the 
definition of At to include complex E and we establish some preliminary 
results concerning the spectrum of A’. In Section 3 we prove that e 
depends analytically on E and we determine the coefficients inits power series 
expansion. We note that the case of analytic boundary perturbations for 
bounded domains has already been treated (e.g., in [4]). However, we are 
not aware of this problem being considered for domains with infinite bound- 
aries. We prove similar results for the case of analytic perturbation of the 
coefficients and boundary conditions in Section 4. 
In Section 5, we obtain all of the results of Sections 2-4 for the case of a 
semi-infinite cylinder. In Section 6, we derive an explicit expression for the 
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scattering matrix, from which its dependence on the outgoing waves shows up 
clearly. This gives a series expansion in E for the scattering matrix associated 
with As. Finally in Section 7 we employ the results of Sections 3 and 4 to 
obtain formulas for the transmission and reflection coefficients [5], in a 
perturbed cylindrical waveguide. We remark that the methods used in 
this paper apply equally well to all of the operators discussed in [3]. In 
particular they hold for the case of a perturbed cone in RN and for the 
exterior of a bounded domain. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Suppose Q is a perturbed infinite cylinder and e is a real number. We define 
mappings P of L? onto @ = T4 as follows. For X = (Xi ,..., X ) in Sz, 
set 
TFX = X6 = (Xl< ,..., X c), where Xi6 = Xj + &(X), j := 1, 2 ,..., N.
(2.1) 
The real-valued functions h,(X) satisfy the conditions: h,(X) E C*(Q) and 
h,(X) = 0 for 1 X, 1 > XN , j = 1, 2 ,..., N.
Note that for 1 E 1 sufficiently small, Te is a homeomorphism from s2 onto 
0 and therefore fi is mapped onto A%. Q - sZrN remains unchanged by TE. 
We now consider the operators AE defined as in Section 1. First of all we 
wish to transform AC into a closed operator Bf, whose domain coincides with 
that of A. The differential operator - dE (differentiation occurring with 
respect to the variables Xc) goes over into the differential operator 
P-1) 
acting in L&2) by means of the mapping Tc (where differentiation now occurs 
with respect to the variables X). Here LY = (c+ ,..., Q), aj is a nonnegative 
integer, 
u,(X) E 0 for I X, / > XN , and a,(X) E C(Q). 
For E complex and I E 1 sufficiently small we may define a closed operator 
BE given by - A + E &I G2 (I a (X) D” such that D(Bc) = D(A). Note that 
BO = A. Furthermore, every nonreal number K belongs to the resolvent set 
of B: p(B), for 1 E I < E, , where E, depends on K. These assertions follow 
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from the fact that for 1 E 1 sufficiently small, the operator E z,,, G2 n,(X) DE 
acting on D(BB) is relatively bounded in L,(Q) with respect to the operator BO 
with B” bound less than 1, [6]. 
Let /I denote the set of numbers in [vr , co) other than the eigenvalues of A 
and the points vj , j = 1, 2,... and let W,,(X; 5) denote a complete, ortho- 
normal set of generalized eigenfunctions of AC. Our aim in the remainder 
of this section is to construct functions 
such that 
(1) [ - d + E C a,(X) P] Wi+*(X; 5) = XW;+*(X; 8) in Q, 
(2) W;+*(X; 6) = 0 on a, 
(3) V;+*(X, 5) satisfies (1.1) for 1 XN 1 > XN , 
where h = t2 + vn E /l, and / E / is sufficiently small. For E real, we will then 
have a set of generalized eigenfunctions Wi’(Xc; f) = Wi’*(X(P); 5) 
of A’, 
As in [I], we may reduce the construction of the functions Vz’* (X;f) 
to the construction of the solution PC(X) of the boundary value problem 
[- A + E c us(X) D” - h] p’(X) = F(X) in L?, 
Ial<2 
/P(X) = 0 on oh, 
such that PC(X) satisfies (1. I), where the smooth function F(X) has bounded 
support. Again, we wish to set pc(X; 6) = (B’ - h - i S)-l F(X) and then 
take the limit as 6 J 0. For this purpose, we begin by establishing 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose [a, b] C A. Then there exists a 6, > 0 and E,, > 0 
suchthatf0r0<6<6,,~~/ <eo, andhE[a,b], mehaaeA+iSEp(B’). 
Before proving the theorem, we recall the notation employed in [l]. For 
any function p(X) E Cm(B), where B is an arbitrary domain, set 
We denote by H,(B), the completion of C”(B) under the norm, // ((m(Bj . 
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We shall say that p(X) E HF(B) if p E H,(B’) for each bounded subset 
B’ C B. Finally, set 
PROOF. Choose l o > 0 such that for I c I < co, i E p(B’). It follows by 
standard arguments employing Rellich’s selection theorem and elliptic 
estimates that (Be - ;)-l - (B, - +-’ is compact for / E 1 < EO. Therefore, 
the essential spectrum of BE is the same as that of B”, [6], i.e., the interval 
kl 9 co). Now suppose the theorem were false. We thus have a sequence of 
complex numbers Ed and positive real numbers Sj such that I Ed I J 0 and 
Sj 4 0 as j -+ co and either (i) hj + i Sj is an eigenvalue of BBj, where Aj E A, 
j = 1, 2,..., and Aj -+ X E A, or (ii) Aj - i 6, is an eigenvalue of Bfj* (the 
adjoint of B’j) where hi E A, j = 1,2 ,..., and hj + h E A as j + 00. 
Suppose (i) were true. Denote by pj(x) a normalized eigenfunction of BEj 
associated with hj + i Sj . Thus 
BEj/+ = (Xi + i8j) /~j (2.2) 
and II pj 110~~ = 1. We now employ arguments similar to those used in the 
proof of Theorem 2.2 of [I] to show that h 4 A. Fix X,1 > xr,, and set 
Vj(X) = PAX) 
II P,(X) Ilo(xN1) * 
Note that II CL~ Ilotxhj sf O,i = 1, L., by the unique continuation theorem for 
solutions of a uniformly elliptic equation, [7]. It follows from elliptic 
estimates, [7], that 
II vi 112~~~) S (711 vj llO~xNl) + II dvj llO~~NIJ (2.3) 
for X, < X,l. Employing (2.2), (2.3), and the equality ]I Vj Ilo,x~l = 1, 
we have II Vj ILlxN, 6 C for X, < XN1, j - 1,2 ,... , Employing Rellich’s 
selection theorem we obtain a subsequence Ej and a function V,(X) such that 
for X, < X,l 
II Vi - V. l12~xN~-+0 as j- a. (2.4) 
(We shall denote a subsequence by the same letters as the original sequence 
when there is no danger of confusion). 
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We next wish to establish (2.4) for all X N > X,l. It follows, [I], that for 
x, > -x& ) Vj has the Fourier expansion 
Vi= f C,e j -(~f-A,--i8~)+X Nda 
/=I 
(2.5) 
where Re (“4, - hj - i &)lj2 > 0. A similar expansion holds for X, < - XN , 
We next employ the following easily derived estimate 
II vj Ilo < c II vi llqxN’) for - X,l < XN < XNl, j = 0, l,... 
(2.6) 
It follows from (2.4)-(2.6) that /j Vj - V,, ilo,yN, --f 0 and hence there exists 
a sequence {C,} such that 2 j C,j - C, I2 -+ 0 as j + cc. For X, > XN , set 
24 
(where - (v{ - h)‘12 = i(h - vd)l for uL < h) and extend V,,(X) similarly for 
X, < - XN . We now easily conclude that asj- co, j/ V, - V,, (/2tx 
N 
) --j 0 
for each XN < 03, - d V,, = /\V, in L?, V, = 0 on d, and V,,(X) satisfies 
(1.1). Since 
II vcl lo(x,‘) = b2 II vj l/o(*N*) = 1% 
we conclude from Theorem 1.1 that h $ (1. This is a contradiction. Thus (i) 
fails to hold. 
Suppose (ii) were true. Observe that for I E I sufficiently small B* is given 
by the closed partial differential operator Lf = - d + E CIa, G2 b,(X) Da 
with domain D(G) = D(BO), where C,,, G2 b,(X) P is the formal adjoint of 
Cllll 42 a,(X) Da acting on D(BO). To see this observe that LE is clearly a 
restriction of B@. Furthermore, for I E ) sufficiently small we have, [6], 
i E p(L’) and - i ep(B’), i.e., i~p(Bf*). Thus L6 - i is onto and BE* - i 
is one-to-one. This implies that Lc = BE*. We may now apply the arguments 
of the preceding paragraph to see that (ii) yields a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
The following corollary may be proven using similar arguments. 
COROLLARY 2.1. There exists an co > 0 such that A, has no point etgenvalue 
in [a, b] for I E j < co provided [a, b] contains no eigenvalue of A. 
Note that Corollary 2.1 holds even if the interval [a, b] contains some of 
the points vd. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 1 E j < l 0 , 0 < 6 < So, and h E [a, b] C A. Set 
p*‘(X; A; 6) = (B - X - i S)-lF(X), where F(X) EL,(Q) and F(X) = 0 
for 1 X, 1 > AN . Then there exists a function pC(X; h) E H,‘““(Q) such that 
II P’(‘, k 4 - P(*; 4 ll2(xN) -+ 0 for each X, < 00. Furthermore &X; h) 
satisjies the boundary value problem: (- A + E Clol G2 a,(X) D. - h) pCLE = F 
in Q, TV = 0 on 0, as well as the radiation condition (1.1). 
The proof is almost exactly the same as that of Theorem 3.2 in [I] and 
hence will be omitted. The basic element in the proof is an application of the 
estimate (2.3), Rellich’s election theorem, the Fourier expansion of @(X, A; 6) 
and Theorem 1.1 in the same manner as in Theorem 2.1. Now suppose 
F(X) = F;(X) = -A + c 1 a,(X)D” - 
i 
(5(X,)&(X’(X); 5))) 
Ial< 
(A = t2 + v,,). We denote the corresponding outgoing solution by &*(X; E) 
and we set 
Let us now assume that A has no point eigenvalue. For real E it may be proven 
exactly as in [I] that the outgoing waves W$(Xe; 6) = W,‘*(X; 5) form a 
complete, orthonormal set of generalized eigenfunctions of kc. In the same 
manner, we may obtain “incoming waves” II’;-*(X; E). 
We close this section by proving that the outgoing (incoming) waves 
determine the operator A uniquely. 
THEOREM 2.3. If the fumhm.s VT(X; 5) or V;(X; 5) are given for an 
uncountable number of E’s and Jixed J, then Q is uniquely determined. 
PROOF. Suppose there are two distinct domains Sz, and G, with the same 
outgoing solutions V,‘(X; 6) for each f in an uncountable set E. Suppose 
52, I$ s2, and let D denote a connected component of the set (S - !GJ n s2, . 
Clearly the function W:(X; 4) = WJo(X; 5) + V,‘(X; 5) is an eigenfunction 
of the operator An for each 5 in E. W!(X; 0 + 0 since V,‘(X; 5) satisfies 
conditions (1.1). Since D is a bounded domain and E is uncountable, we have 
a contradiction. We may apply the same arguments with respect to the 
functions VJX, I). The theorem is thus proven. Q.E.D. 
It follows from Theorem 2.3 that if we are given any one of the distorted 
plane waves W,(X; 5) f or a.a. 5, then all of the remaining waves are deter- 
mined. The method of proof was the same as that employed in [8] for the 
exterior problem. 
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3. ANALYTIC DEPENDENCE ON THE DOMAIN 
We now show that the outgoing (incoming) waves PV;’ “(X; [) ( IV:-‘(X; E)) 
vary analytically when the domain D is transformed by means of the mappings 
P. As a result of the discussion of Section 2, it suffices to consider the 
operators BE. We begin with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for / E / < E,, p”(X; h) satisfies the boundary 
valueproblem (-A-/\+EC,~,~~ a, 0”) @ = Fe in Q, ,LL’ = 0 on 0, as well 
as the outgoing conditions (1.1). Also, suppose that X E A and P(X) satis$es the 
following conditions for / E / < E,,: 
Fe(X) E-%(Q), $F’(X) = ,I$ 
F(X) - FO(X) 
E 
exists in L&2) and Fe(X) = 0 for 1 X, 1 > zN . Then I/ (,u’ - P’)/c j12txNj -+ 0 
as / E I-Ofor each X, < cx3. 
We first prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. 11 PE - P” IiztxNj 30 as lal+Ofor XN<cO. 
PROOF. We show that 
II Pf Ilo(x,‘)< c for ICI <co and x,1 < co. (3.1) 
Suppose this were not true. Then we would have a subsequence p’“(X) such 
that II P lIo~xN1~ --+ cc as n -+ co for some X,l. Set 
where 
I;“%a and q,.c(X; A)) = C a,(X) D”I.L’(X; 3. 
Ial< 
Using the fact that PC(X) satisfies (1. l), and applying the arguments of 
Theorem 2.1, we obtain a solution p*(X) of the equation (- d - A) I”* = 0 
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in a, where p*(X) = 0 on 0 and p*(X) satisfies (1 .l). We also have 
II PC* - CL* llo(xN) + 0 as / E I+ 0 for each X, . Thus /I CL* llocv Ij = 1. This 
contradicts Theorem 1.1. Therefore (3.1) holds. Now using (i.l), we may 
repeat the same arguments to show that j/ @ - p” ~~2~x,~ + 0 as 1 E I + 0 
for each X, < co. The lemma is therefore proven. Q.E.D. 
REMARK. The lemma still holds (using the same proof) if the transforma- 
tions TG were defined as follows. 
TEX = (Xlf,..., XNc), 
Xj’ = Xj + hj(X; 6)~ j = 1, 2 ,..., N (3.2) 
where 
h,(X; c) G 0 for I-GI >*A9 3(X; 4 E cYQ% 
and 
rn,x 1 Dahj(X, 6) 1 = O(1) as lEl--fO for Ial <2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose hj(X, e) E Cm(P), j = I,2 ,..., N P(X) E Cq”(.nO) 
and maxa 1 Ds(F’(X) -FO(X)) I --f 0 as I E 1 -+ 0 for each a! =: (cyr ,..., aN). 
Then for arbitrary a, and X, < co, we have 
max I DU(pE - PO) I + 0. 
*x‘w 
The proof follows immediately from the arguments of Lemma 3.1, elliptic 
estimates, [7] and Sobolev’s theorem. The details will be omitted. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Set 
g&-q = P(X) - Pow 
E 
Since 
-~~=h#6+~ + Mb4 
@F(X) = 0 on a, (3.3) 
and F(X) satisfies (l.l), we may apply the arguments and the conclusion of 
Lemma 3.1 to obtain for each X, < co 
II F IIo(xN) G c> (3.4) 
uniformly for I E 1 < co . Finally, we may apply these arguments once again, 
using (3.3) and (3.4), to complete the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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REMARK. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the function 
d”(X) = lim,,, 1o e(X) satisfies the equation 
(- A - 4 ?b” = g 1<=o + LO(PO), where 
(3.5) 
as well as the boundary condition $0 = 0 on fi and the outgoing radiation 
condition (1.1). 
We denote by [N/2], the greatest integer < N/2. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose h,(X) E C[N/21+1(Q), P(X) E C[N/2J-1(SZ) and 
(d/dc)P(X) E C[N121-1(LI) for 1 E ) < co . Then pf(X; A) may be expanded in a 
power series 
pqx; A) = pO(X; A) f qL”‘(X; A) + &‘“‘(X; A) + ..’ . (3.6) 
Given cl < E,, the series converges unzformly for / 6 / < cl , h E [a, b] CA, 
andxEQXN, (X, < CO). Furthermore, the coeficients pti’(X; h), i = 1, 2,..., 
may be explin’tly calculated in terms of ~0, FE, and the Green’s function of the 
operator A provided h,(X) E P(Q) and [dlcFF(X)]/dck E Cm(Q), j = 1,2,..., N
h = 1, 2,... 1
PROOF. By means of elliptic estimates and the arguments of Theorem 3.1, 
it follows that for A E A, X, < co, and 1 l 1 ( < co, 
as I E - or ( ---f 0. Sobolev’s theorem then yields: 
as 1 l - Q j -+ 0. Similarly, we may show that [d&X; A)]/k is continuous 
in l for X in 9, X in A and 1 E j < co. From this it follows that @(X; A) is 
an analytic function of E for each fixed X in 52 and h in A. 
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We thus conclude that P~(X; A) may be expanded in a power series (3.6). 
The uniform convergence of this series for X in GrN, h in [a, b], and 
1 E / < l 1 < E,, follows from the fact that 
We may now easily obtain the coefficients p(j)(X; A). We use (3.5) to obtain 
po)(X; A). The other coefficients may be determined similarly. Q.E.D. 
Combining the results of Sections 2 and 3, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose h,(X) E P(Q), j = l,..., N and E is real Then 
the distorted plane waves W$*(X; 5) = W:*(X6; 6) are analytic functions of E 
for 1 E 1 su@iently small, provided h = t2 + v, E A. Furthermore, the power 
series expansion of Wz**(X; 5) converges uniformly for X’ E !JxN and 
h E [a, b] C A. If the Green’s function for A is known (e.g., if D = S), then 
the coefficients in the power series expansion of Wi**(X, e) may be explicitly 
determined. 
We close this section by proving a result concerning the point eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions of Ac. 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose XE -+ /\ E A,, where 2 is an eigenvalue of AE 
with corresponding normalized eigenfunction ~‘(2) = W(X). Suppose there 
exists a function W(X) such that 11 W - W /Iocx ‘) -+ 0 as j E I -+ 0 for some 
fixed X,l > xN . Finally, suppose h,(X) E k(Q), j = l,..., N. Then 
A W = h W, and there exists an E,, > 0 such that 
and 
W(X) = W(X) + -f cjwyx), 
j=l 
iv = h + f dhfj) for ICI CEO’ 
j=l 
The series (3.7) converges in the sense of H,(Q), m = 1, 2,... 
PROOF. We claim that 
II w - W llocn, - 0 as IEI-+O. 
To see this, we note that W’(X) has the Fourier expansion 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
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for 1 x, 1 > XN. From this, we have 
i 
1 pt I2 dX < Ce-*‘Xhf ’ ) R--R 
XN 
where 6 > 0. (3.8) now follows easily. The assertions of the theorem follow 
again by employing the operators Br and the arguments of Theorem 3.1. 
Q.E.D. 
4. ANALYTIC DEPENDENCE ON THE COEFFICIENTS 
AND THE BOUNDARY CONDITION 
We assume that 0 E C[N/21+1. Suppose we perturb the coefficients of the 
operator A = - d associated with zero boundary conditions on d as follows. 
Set 
1 ’ 
the real-valued functions q(X) and +(X) E 0 for j X, 1 > X, > 0, E is real 
and TV E D(A). Employing the arguments of Section 2, we obtain a set of 
generalized eigenfunctions, W:‘(X; 6) = W,,(X, e) + Vi”(X; Q, for the 
self-adjoint operator AE, where Vz’(X; f) satisfies the following boundary 
value problem: 
V$ = 0 on 0. V$(X; 5) also satisfies the “outgoing” conditions (1 .l). 
Similarly we may obtain incoming waves W:-(X; [). It may be shown as in 
[3] that WG” form two complete, orthnormal sets of generalized eigenfunc- 
tions of AEC provided A has no point eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 4. I. (a) Suppose a,(X) E Cl(sZ), q(X) E C(Q), and the bounded 
interval [a, b] contains no point eigavalues of A. Then there exists an E,, > 0 
suchthatforlel <co, AE has no point eigenvalues in [a, b]. 
(b) Suppose u,~(X) E C[ N/2l-1(Q), and [u, b] CA. Then Vi’(X; 6) is an 
analytic function of 6 fm 1 E 1 < l O , the power series converging uniformly for X 
in SZxN , A in [a, b] and 1 E j < l 1 < q, . The coefficients in the expansion may 
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be expressed explicitly in term of the functions ati( q(X), W,(X; 0, and 
the Green’s function of A. 
The proof of this result requires no essential modification of the arguments 
of Section 3 and therefore will be omitted. We remark that it may be shown 
using the same methods that analytic perturbation of the boundary conditions 
yields the existence and analytic dependence of the corresponding outgoing 
solutions V$(X; E). For example, suppose A ,,F is defined as the self-adjoint 
operator given by -A acting on functions p(X) satisfying the boundary 
conditions EU(X) (au/&z) = p(X) on fi, where n is the exterior normal to Q 
and the real-valued function u(X) E C[ N/2l+1(Q) and = 0 for j X, 1 sufficiently 
large. We now have 
THEOREM 4.2. The conclusions of Theorem 4.1 hold for the operators AOE. 
5. THE SEMI-INFINITE CYLINDER 
We now consider the case of a perturbed semi-infinite cylinder 9 in RN 
and state results analogous to those of Sections 2-4 for this domain. Let S 
denote the semi-infinite cylinder consisting of the points X = (X, X,) where 
X E e, X, > 0. As before, the domain Q is obtained by perturbing a finite 
portion of 9. We assume that fi is sufficiently smooth and 51 = 5’ for 
X, > XN . By means of the transformation (2.1) we obtain the domains QRE 
from Q. We define self-adjoint operators A, = A,, A = A, , and AC = AQ, 
corresponding to the domains S, G and Qs, respectively, exactly as in Section2. 
A complete, orthonormal set of generalized eigenfunctions of A,, is given by 
W,O(X, 8) = (2/97)‘/a sin 5X&X), where 6 E (0, co), and n = 1,2 ,... 
Again we may establish the existence, completeness, and orthonormality 
of two sets of generalized eigenfunctions, I&$(X, e), of AC, [I]. We have 
wf(x; 4) = WnO(x; 5) + Kxx; 0, where V,‘(X; 5) (V;(X; 5)) satisfies 
the following outgoing (incoming) radiation 
h = 52 + v, E A): 
V,‘(X; 5) = C C~*(,$) e*ZC\-vj)txN7j(;P) 
conditions at infinity (assuming 
$i$ (X; 5) = “zA & i(h - v~)~‘~ C,“*(t) e*“A-v~‘“xN~,(~) 
N 
- ,;A (vj - X)1’a C,“*(e) e-(vj-r)txNqi(~) (5-l) 
f 
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for X, > XN. The functions V:(X; 5) are defined by Eq. (1.2), where 
5(X,) is a suitable smooth cutoff function, 
FAX; 8) = 5(X,) WnO(X; 0 and G(X; 5) = (- d - W,@-; 5). 
Theorem 1.1 again holds with condition (1.1) replaced by (5.1). 
We may similarly define operators corresponding to those of Section 4 
and prove eigenfunction expansion theorems for these operators. We now 
have 
THEOREM 5.1. All of the results of Sections 2-4 hold with the (perturbed) 
infinite cylinders replaced by (perturbed) semi-injinite cylinders. 
The proofs will be omitted since they are almost exactly the same as those 
previously given. 
6. THE SCATTERING MATRIX 
In this section we obtain a convenient expression for the scattering operator 
in terms of the coefficients appearing in the Fourier expansions of the incom- 
ing solutions V;(X; 6). For simplicity we assume that .Q = S is the semi- 
infinite cylinder defined in Section 5. 
We recall the definition of the wave and scattering operators used in [2]. 
For f(X) in L,(S), W&f = lim e-itA JeitAof. Here J is a continuous 
t++m 
transformation from L,(S) into L&?), defined as multiplication by a smooth 
cutoff function p(X), where p(X) = 0 for X, < XN and p(X) = 1 for 
X,>Xx,:>&. 
It follows using the arguments of [2] that WA exists as a unitary transforma- 
tion from L,(S) onto L,(Q) ( assuming, for the sake of simplicity, that A has 
no point eigenvalues). Furthermore, W*f = (T*)-l T”f for f(X) in L,(S). 
The scattering operator Y is defined in terms of the wave operators W* as 
follows: 
9 = (w+)-1 w-. 
THEOREM 5.1. For almost all h = 52 + v,, in A andf (X) in L,(S), we have 
(.Yf),G ((A - vJ’2) = j&A - vny2) + 1 t,*Jqo((~ - vny2) 
U,.<A 
where 
4z,&) = 
- (27r)ljZ (A - vJ~/~ i 
(A - vn,)l’2 
&-((A - v,y2). (6.1) 
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PROOF. Consider the dense set, D, of functionsf(X) in L,(S) for which 
(T-)--l TOf(X) E C~(f2). Let B = support of (T-)-l TOf(X) for f(X) in D. 
Using the definitions of Y, T+, and T-, we conclude that 
(9y)no^ ((A - u,)l’2) = ((w+)-1 wjp ((A - up) 
= ((T-)-l Tof); ((A - I.$~‘~) 
= &(A - up) 
+ j, (F-(X; (A - u)l’2) - V;;(X; (A - u,J”“)) (T-)-l TOf(X) dX (6.2) 
Employing the definition of V:(X; (A - I#~) given in Section 5, (6.2), 
and the perturbed expansion theorem, we have 
(L-q)” ((A - up) = fnO((A - %p2) 
+ j, lj$ f jm (F,(.; (A - IQ”“)& ((A’ - Q)l’a)w; (x; (A’ - %Y2) 
m’s1 Y”’ 
[ 
1 1 dh’ 
’ A’---h+k 
-_____- 
A’ - h - ic 1 2(h’ - v~J)~/~ (T-)-l T”f(X) dX 
We may interchange the outer integration and the limit since 
R,Q,JX; (A - ~,)l/~] converges uniformly in B as E JO. We may interchange 
the summation and integrations using the expansion theorem and the fact 
that F,,[X; (A - vJ’/~] E D(Ai), j = 1, 2,... Therefore 
(Yf)” ((A - u,)““) = fnn”((A - u,)““) 
+ 1~s (- 2ir) f jm (F,(.; (A - v,J/~)~, ((A’ - v,,)““) 
n’=l Y”’ 
Note that we made use of the equation 
I s-2 
W;(x; (h’ - u~,)~‘~) (T-)-l TOf(X) dX = &?((A’ - ~~t)l’~). 
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We evaluate the limit in (6.3) using the well-known formula: 
Equation (6.3) now becomes 
(Pf),“^ ((A - v,)l’2) = &((A - YJl’2) 
where vn < h < v~+~. Equation (6.1) follows with the aid of the divergence 
theorem and the Fourier expansion of V;,(X; (A - v,,)“). Since D is dense 
in L,(S), the theorem is proven. Q.E.D. 
REMARKS. (1) The unitarity of the scattering matrix 
WV = (hL4u = 1 + &d(4) 
given by (6.1) follows easily, To see this we may compute T”Y-lTo-l in the 
same way and then use the equality 
V;(X; (A - vJ1’2) = qx; (A - vJ’2). (6.4) 
Equation (6.4) is an immediate consequence of the uniqueness theorem and 
it shows that Y may be expressed in terms of either “incoming” or “out- 
going” solutions. 
(2) Using the same method, we may obtain the following expression 
for Y: 
where 
t,,,@) = - ni(F,.(*; (A- vJ/“))a, ((A - vJ1’2) 
= - (27r)1'W3(X - vJ"2). 
(3) The matrix Y(X) may also be obtained in the following way:ILet 
U(X; A) denote an arbitrary solution of the boundary value problem 
(0 + A) U = 0 in G, U(X, A) = 0 on D, 
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where 
vy < x < up+1 . 
Suppose that for X, > xN , U(X; X) has the Fourier expansion: 
+ f C,(X) e-‘“j-“‘**%#). 
j=r+1 
Then it may easily be verified (using the expression given for Y(h) in remark 
(2)) that 
CO(X) = (qyh),..., C,o(X)) = P(X) (- Y(X)) 
- Sll(4Y.., - %7(A) 
= (C,‘(h),..., c;(x)) i 
- %l@),..., - ST?@) I- 
(4) The method may be applied similarly to the scattering operator 
constructed in [2], associated with the wave equation in D and S (either in 
the case of a semi-infinite or an infinite cylinder). 
Suppose 9 is the scattering operator corresponding to the domains 
Q = S and Qf. Combining Theorem 5.2 with Theorem 6.1, we immediately 
have 
COROLLARY 6.1. Suppose f(X) EL,(S) and 1 E 1 < l o . Then for almost 
all A, we have 
where t,‘,:,(h) may b e calculated in terms of the functions h,(X) E P(S). 
Results corresponding to Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.1 may be proven 
analogously for perturbations in the coefficients or boundary conditions. 
7. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS 
Let us consider an infinite cylindrical waveguide S in RN with arbitrary 
cross-section. (Again, we could treat a semi-infinite cylindrical waveguide 
in the same way.) Suppose we deform S as in Section 2 to obtain the wave- 
409/25/I-10 
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guides P. We shall use the preceding results to obtain series expansions for 
the transmission and reflection coefficients, :,(A) and r&(h), respectively. They 
are defined as follows. 
Suppose that pLit(XG; A) satisfies the boundary value problem: 
(LIE + A) &(P; A) = 0 in L?, (VM -=c h < %4+1) 
@(Xc; A) = 0 on 0, 
and ~~“(2; A) behaves like Wjo(Xe; (A - vn)l/s) for X&B XN . Thus, we 
have for X& > XN 
pi(X6; A) = wi” (X”; (A - Y,y2) + 1 ai’ e--) “xf5 7#), 
i>M 
and for Xfv < - XN 
+ c b,‘(h) e(vi-A)*xf, 7 @). 
i>M 
(7.1) 
We first obtain the coefficients r&(h) and te(X) in terms of the constants 
*CF*((A - vi)“3 app earing in the Fourier expansion of P’:*(XG; (A -Y$/~). To 
do this we seek to express pj’(XF; A) as a linear combination of the distorted 
plane waves W:+(Xc; (A - vi)*). Th us, we wish to find constants d,‘(A), 
i = I,..., M such that 
/q(XE; A) = g d;(h) w;+<xy (A - lp). (7.2) 
Equating the coefficients of the terms W,O(X; (A - ~$1~) for XN > XN in 
both sides of Eq. (7.2), we obtain the following system of equations for 
d,‘(A): 
die(h) + R;MdkE(h) +C,k+((A - IQ))* = aij , i = l,..., M. (7.3) 
The determinant of the system (5.3) is 
1 i- ‘CP’((X - V,)1’2), +C2;+((h - V2)l’2),..., +Cy+((h - V/)1/2) 
DE = I 
+c&(A - YJl’2), +q+((A - K)l’2),..., 1 + +cz+ ((A - #2)/ 
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It follows from the definition of +Cr’((A - ~~)l’r) and Lemma 3.1 that DE f 0 
for 1 l / sufficiently small. Substituting the expressions for d;(h) into (7.2), 
we obtain $(A) and tij(h). Having established the existence of rz#) and &(h) 
for small / E / , we now wish to show that they are unique. This is implied 
by the following result. 
LEMMA 7.1. Suppose P(XC) satis$es the equation (0 + A) v’(X’) = 0 
in @, with the boundary conditions Vf(p) = 0 on &, where VM < /t < vM+1 . 
Also, suppose 
(7.4) 
for X,6 > AN . Then for 1 E j suficiently small, L+(X<) = 0 in Q. 
PROOF. For Xi < - X, , we have 
j=GM j<M 
Expressing Vf(XC) in the form: 
V$p) = f d;+w;+(xF; (A - vy) + f d;-w;+(xc; - (A - ~jY2h 
(7.5) 
Cl i=l 
and equating the coefficients of Wjo(Z; - (X - LJ~)‘/“) for XL > XN 
and of Wjo(Xf; (h - ~~)r/~) for Xk < - XN , j = l,..., M we obtain a 
system of equations for d,f*. As before, it follows that for 1 E sufficiently 
small, the determinant of this system is nonzero. Equation (7.5) now holds 
by Theorem 1.1. 
We now compare the two expressions (7.4) and (7.5) for X, > X,,, and 
equate coefficients o obtain a system of linear homogeneous equations for 
d,‘*, whose determinant may be shown as before to be nonzero for j E I small. 
This shows that dj’* = 0 for 1 E / small andj = l,..., M. The theorem is thus 
proven. Q.E.D. 
Combining Lemma 7.1, the remarks preceding it, and the results of Sec- 
tion 3, we have 
THEOREM 7.1. For / E I sz@ciently small, Y@) and t&(h) exist uniquely and 
have power series expansions in E whose coe@cients may be explicitly determined. 
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REMARKS. (1) It may be shown from the remark following Lemma 3.1 
that &(A) and rt(A) exist uniquely for the transformation (3.2) when / E i 
is sufficiently small. (2) Instead of the equation (A + A) p(X) = 0 in S, 
we may consider (A + A + cu(X)) p(X) = 0 in S, where u(X) has bounded 
support. With the transmission and reflection coefficients tij(h) and rij(A) 
defined in the same manner as before, we have a result analogous to Theorem 
7.1. The proof is obtained using the preceding arguments and Theorem 4.1. 
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